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Can we apply occupational pension regulation 
principles to mandatory individual account systems?

• Common functions: contribution collection, 
administration, investment, benefit payment

• Different structures: Employer’s responsibilities; 
occupational plans often voluntary, DB, numerous; 
occupational pension funds not-for-profit entities

The 6 Core Principles and Pension Fund 
Governance Guidelines already applied to 
one mandatory DC system (Colombia)



I. Approved guidelines
• Guidelines on pension fund governance 

• Guidelines for the protection of the rights of members 
and beneficiaries

• Guidelines on pension fund asset management

II. Guidelines in discussion

• Guidelines on funding and benefit security

• Guidelines on licensing and registration

The OECD’s guidelines for the regulation of 
occupational pension systems



I. OECD Recommendation on Core Principles of 
Occupational Pension regulation

• Contains 6 CP developed by the WPPP

II. OECD’s Recommendations on Guidelines

• Pension fund governance

• Rights of members and beneficiaries

• Pension fund asset management

The OECD’s (non-binding) instruments to 
implement pension principles and guidelines



• A governing body who serves the best interest 
of plan/fund members

• Members are provided information they can 
understand and are given the opportunity to 
acquire financial skills or education

• Investment flexibility but fiduciary responsibility 
to ensure due diligence in investment 
management process

Key criteria regarding guidelines on governance, 
rights of members and investment



• Elaborate, well-developed, consistent regulatory 
frameworks 

• Intense, effective supervision

The situation in Chile and other Latin American 
countries

Latin American regulatory structures 
have much in common with OECD good 
practices



• Best interest is only required of the investment 
function – what about costs, benefits? 

• Investment choice being encouraged, but no 
attempt has been made at dealing with lack of 
understanding by members

• Regulatory approach to investment remains highly 
quantitative and lacks due diligence requirements

But in three areas there seems to be room for 
improvement



An agent (workers) with two principals (members 
and shareholders)

+
Uninformed workers

Roots of the principal-agent problem

Restrictive regulatory framework and 
intense supervision is needed to 
meet best interest of members



• Appointing independent fiduciaries (“trustees”) 
whose role is to assist workers, and even 
intermediate between workers and administrators 
(the HK, Australian model)

• Getting the state to manage high cost services and 
provide a default investment fund (the Swedish PPM 
model)

• Reforming the internal governance of administrators 
(the LA model?)

Alternative solutions



www.oecd.org/daf/pensions

Further information on OECD work on private 
pensions


